
SAFETY, QUALITY, AND COMPLIANCE

Platform Overview
Find out how your Safety & Compliance efforts can be modernized
with our all-in-one, cloud-based solution.

TRUSTED BY LEADING COMPANIES



Implementing a safety, quality, and compliance 

system can be a key driver of continuous 

improvement for many organizations. Our 

cloud-based EHS solution improves worker 

safety, standardizes processes and policies, 

increases participation, and automates time 

consuming tasks to allow your teams focus on 

higher value activities.

Product 
Overview

KEY BENEFITS

Transform your safety culture with 
powerful, easy-to-use software built to 
boost worker engagement.

Most customers see a payback on 
compliance software within the 

first year

Return on Investment

Increased recordkeeping accuracy 
for OSHA and other regulatory 

compliance requirements

More Accurate

The average increase of proactive 
activites in the first year of 

implementation

More Proactive

Supervisors can focus on higher-
level tasks that lead to large gains 

elsewhere

Wage Savings 
 

11

60%

70%

20%

months

POWERFUL FEATURES

check_circle Mobile Forms check_circle Dashboard check_circle Audits & Inspections check_circle Checklists

check_circle Incident Management check_circle Near Miss Reporting check_circle Corrective Action check_circle Asset Management

check_circle Training Management check_circle Hazards & Observations check_circle Automation Builder check_circle Custom Look and Feel

check_circle Analytics check_circle Custom Reports check_circle Data Security check_circle Offline Forms

check_circle API Integrations check_circle Employee Sync check_circle Roles & Permissions check_circle Data Import / Export
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Build your best safety program - ever.
Our industry leading mobile safety platform helps today’s 
workforces accelerate their EHS strategy, exceed their 
targets, and deliver dollars - not injuries. Enter the future 
of safety reporting - all within a budget suitable for 
organizations of any size.

Safety & Quality Mobility
On the floor or in the field, SafetyAmp is on 

any device, anywhere.

Automated Notifications
Spend more time focusing on your people 

and continuously improving.

Safety Your Way
SafetyAmp can be configured to fit your 

business processes, systems, and people.

REQUEST A LIVE DEMO

safetyamp.com/demo

CHAT WITH AN EXPERT

sales@safetyamp.com
1 (866) 729-2912

EASY TO USE MODULES

Audits & Inspectionsassignment

Incident Management

Training Trackingschool

Document Controlfolder_special

Observationsgroup

Action Itemsverified_user

Contractorsart_track

Analyticsassessment

Configurable Apps

CONFIGURE APPS FOR:
Near Miss Reporting

Hazards & Risk
JHA / JSA

Employee Recognition
Safety Committee Meetings
Quality Non-Conformance
Management of Change

Environmental Compliance

report

widgets



Use our drag-and-drop form builder to create 
powerful inspection and observation forms.

Mobile 
Auditing

CREATE INSPECTIONS IN MINUTES

Go paperless by creating and scheduling 
drag-and-drop forms for inspections, 
audits, observations, and more.

Audits can be dispatched, scheduled, or 
completed ad-hoc for your workforce.

SCHEDULE AND ASSIGN

Inspections can be completed even if you’re 
experiencing loss of network connectivity.

NO WIFI NO PROBLEM

Take photos, add notes, or suggest corrective 
action when non-conformances are discovered.

EASILY HANDLE DEFECTS

Understand your data and discover new insight 
from data being collected from inspections.

AUDIT ANALYTICS

Audits can be completed whether you’re using 
a smartphone, tablet, or desktop.

USE ANY DEVICE

KEY BENEFITS

check_circle Create a proactive safety culture and complete more proactive activities in half the amount of time.

check_circle Get away from paper and external systems to consolidate your audit processes into one standard system.

check_circle Foster more collaboration across auditors with risk and compliance personnel.

check_circle Give your team higher visibility into risks and controls that aren’t being mitigated effectively.

check_circle React more quickly to risks to prevent future incidents from ocurring.

assignment date_range

signal_wifi_off

insert_chart

cancel

devices
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Simplify, standardize, and control your incident 
reporting processes.

Incident
Management

INCIDENT REPORTING

From initial report to investigation and 
real-time reporting, our customizable 
Incident module helps your teams identify, 
correct, and mitigate hazards and risk.

From injury types to incident classifications, re-
label, re-organize, and customize as needed.

MANAGE INCIDENTS YOUR WAY

Select configurable root causes, store 5-why 
analysis, and schedule corrective actions.

TAKE ACTION

Trigger forms, notifications, and even automate 
your 300A summary reporting.

AUTOMATION AND ALERTS

Identify trends, patterns, metrics, and indicators 
with the included analytics suite.

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Incidents can be reported whether you’re using 
a smartphone, tablet, or desktop.

USE ANY DEVICE

KEY BENEFITS

check_circle Standardize incident reporting procedures and remove communication barriers.

check_circle Increase reporting access and collect more accurate data quickly.

check_circle Ensure that incident and hazard data is shared and your recordkeeping is compliant.

check_circle Identify trends and patterns of incident data to add predictability and prevent future issues.

check_circle Configure Incident reporting to align with your organization's policies and procedures.

announcement build

check_circle

equalizer

device_hub

devices
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Boost feedback and collaboration with action 
item capture from audits and observations.

Corrective
Action

INCREASE ENGAGEMENT

Streamline, prioritize, and schedule 
your corrective and preventative 
action workflows end-to-end and 
quickly mitigate hazards.

Keep workers up-to-date and informed of 
priority with overdue and expiring soon alerts.

NOTIFICATIONS

Take photos or upload any other kind of proof-
of-work or documentation.

ATTACHMENTS

Trigger action items when other events occur, 
such as hazard and incident reports.

AUTOMATION AND ALERTS

Realtime reports provide new visibility into 
action items by location, severity, and more.

REPORTING

Action items can be completed whether you’re 
using a smartphone, tablet, or desktop.

USE ANY DEVICE

KEY BENEFITS

check_circle Streamline your CAPA workflows from initial report through completion.

check_circle Automate action item workflows and trigger new items when certain conditions are met.

check_circle Automated reminders help get corrective action communicated, scheduled, and completed.

check_circle Corrective action can be suggested and scheduled as soon as non-conformances are identified.

check_circle Workers in the field or in a facility can complete corrective action on-the-go without any paperwork.

announcement build

check_circle

equalizer

device_hub

devices
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Courses can be linked to online training and 
are fully customizable with your content.

Employee
Training

ONLINE TRAINING

Deliver online training easily, track 
certificates, and simplify your 
training compliance reporting.

Train users onsite, offsite, online, or offline. All 
courses and certificates can be managed.

ONLINE OR OFFSITE

Assign and schedule training requirements 
individually or by role.

MANAGE REQUIREMENTS

Our learning management system is capable of 
delivering your SCORM content to learners.

SCORM CAPABLE

Visualize course performance, track expiring or 
past due certificates, and more.

TRAINING COMPLIANCE REPORTS

Training can be taken and tracked using your 
laptop, smartphone, or tablet.

USE ANY DEVICE

KEY BENEFITS

check_circle Quickly set employee training requirements and know exaclty where employees stand.

check_circle Boost the overall training compliance of your organization across multiple locations.

check_circle Utilize online training where it most effective to reduce competence gaps.

check_circle Avoid lost certificates and keep everything in one central, secure location

check_circle Eliminate excel and simplify training compliance reporting for upcoming training, past due certificates, and approvals.

important_devices school

folder_special

check_circle

device_hub

devices
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Understand document performance as a 
leading indicator by tracking access statistics.

Document
Control

DOCUMENT ACTIVITY METRICS

Centralize your policies and procedures 
and boost worker engagement by tracking 
document-related activity.

Add revisions to documents and manage the 
document approval process end-to-end.

REVISION AND APPROVALS

Most file types can be viewed directly in the 
application without external programs

DOCUMENT VIEWER

Engagement and document usage increases 
when procedures are easy to find

INSTANT, ACCURATE SEARCH

Identify acknowledgements, accesses, and 
more with our built-in document reports.

DOCUMENT REPORTS

Documents can be accessed whether you’re 
using a smartphone, tablet, or desktop.

USE ANY DEVICE

KEY BENEFITS

check_circle Keep all policies and procedures in one central, secure location.

check_circle Increase engagement and participation when procedures are easily found and viewed

check_circle Turn document access metrics into leading indicators that help identify problem areas

check_circle Workers can acknowledge changes to policies and procedures instantly

check_circle Reduce need for managing access to external document viewing programs

assignment_late check_box

camera

equalizer

dvr

devices
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Generate asset barcodes for easier access to 
inspection forms, history, and documents.

Asset
Management

BARCODING

Track and barcode machines, equipment, 
and other assets with scannable 
inspection forms, histories and linked 
documents.

Create inspections and checklists for all 
machinery and equipment.

ASSET INSPECTIONS

Model your asset data with as many custom 
attributes as needed.

CUSTOM ATTRIBUTES

Automate asset inspection schedules, action 
items, and more.

ASSET AUTOMATION

Gain realtime insight into asset non-
conformance patterns and trends.

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Assets can be managed whether you’re using a 
smartphone, tablet, or desktop.

USE ANY DEVICE

KEY BENEFITS

check_circle Increase visibility of inspection history and equipment documentation

check_circle Configurable asset attributes and types

check_circle Scannable equipment barcodes launch the app and reduce time needed to complete inspections

check_circle Asset reporting can track equipment failure and other non-conformances

announcement build

check_circle

equalizer

device_hub

devices
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Complete visibility into safety data like audit 
scores, frequency, failures, and missed audits.

Analytics &
Reporting

FORM ANALYTICS

Track leading indicators, KPI's, lagging 
indicators, and identify critical patterns 
and trends developing in your data.

Our analytics suite comes pre-loaded with 
easy-to-read tables and bar/line/pie charts

BEAUTIFUL CHARTING

Built-in reporting for forms, incidents, action 
items, documents, training, and more.

REPORT LIBRARY

Custom reports can be created to satisfy any 
reporting requirement

CUSTOM REPORTS

Realtime analytics adds predictability to your 
reporting and helps prevent future incidents.

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS

Check out any report while on-the-go, anytime 
or anywhere.

USE ANY DEVICE

announcement build

check_circle

equalizer

device_hub

devices

LEARN MORE AT

www.safetyamp.com
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CAPTURE
Consolidate your compliance 

records, forms,  and 
other data in one highly 

configurable and easy to use 
mobile platform.

AUTOMATE
Create automations 

that eliminate repetitive 
compliance work allowing 

your teams to focus on 
continuous improvement.

MONITOR
Configure real-time reports 
the way you need them and 
deliver personalized, role-
based dashboards to all of 

your teams.

AMPLIFY
Boost worker and 

management participation, 
empower a proactive safety 

culture, and achieve your 
compliance goals.

Modern Safety, Quality, and 
Compliance Software

REQUEST A LIVE DEMO

Our cloud-based EHSQ software is an 
all-in-one solution that improves worker 
safety, standardizes processes and policies, 
promotes participation and engagement, and 
automates time consuming tasks to allow 
your teams to focus on higher value activities.

To learn more, request your personal 
live demo today!

ABOUT SAFETYAMP

safetyamp.com/demo

CHAT WITH AN EXPERT

sales@safetyamp.com
1 (866) 729-2912

forward forward forward

ADVANTAGES OVER EXISTING PAPER/LEGACY SYSTEMS

Eliminate forgotten tasks and outdated, inaccurate, or 
misplaced spreadsheets and paper forms.

Adapt your software to your operations rather than your 
operations to your software.

Automate notifications, alerts, and create reports to deliver 
information to the right people at the right time.

Allow your teams to efficiently allocate their time to high 
value activities that measurably move the needle.

check_circle

check_circle

check_circle

check_circle



SafetyAmp exists to make a 
difference in your safety culture.
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www.safetyamp.com

Modern Safety, Quality, 
and Compliance Software
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